
Jay Taylor, Editor of J. Taylor’s Gold, Energy & Tech Stocks Report Joins 
InvestmentPitch.com’s Board of Advisors 
 
Vancouver, British Columbia, December 1, 2010. InvestmentPitch.com announces that Jay Taylor, 
has joined the Board of Advisors of www.InvestmentPitch.com. Jay is a well known stock market 
commentator, editor of  “J. Taylor’s Gold, Energy & Tech Stocks” newsletter, and publisher at 
www.JayTaylorMedia.com where you can access his newsletter, radio program, CEO interviews, 
TV appearances as well as the work of the highly successful investor Chen Lin, author of What is 
Chen Buying? What is Chen Selling?  
 
Mr Taylor, a native of Ohio, has resided in New York since 1973 when he began working for 
Barclays Bank International. His interest in the role gold has played in U.S. monetary history led 
him to research gold and into analyzing and investing in junior gold shares. 
 
In 1981, he began publishing North American Gold Mining Stocks, which preceded his current 
newsletter.  His continuing interest in gold mining prompted him to study geology at Hunter 
College in New York City, supplementing his MBA in Finance from Baruch College, NYC.  
 
Throughout his career Mr Taylor worked as a commercial, then as an investment banker. Most 
recently, he worked in the mining and metals group of ING Barings in New York. Prior to that, he 
was involved in the first gold loan made in modern times in the U.S. This loan, a 250,000 ounce 
facility was to AMAX Minerals and led by Citicorp. 
 
In 1997 he resigned from ING Barings to devote himself full time to researching mining & 
technology stocks, writing his newsletter and assisting companies in raising venture capital. In 
addition to publishing his newsletter, he currently hosts the web-based radio show “Turning Hard 
Times Into Good Times” scheduled weekly on Voice America Business. 
 
“As regular subscribers to my newsletter know, I have become ever more involved in radio and 
television media these days. I am especially excited to become part of what I believe is the 
application of cutting edge technology for companies wishing to tell their stories to the investing 
public, namely through www.InvestmentPitch.com.   
 
According to Google, a video is 50 times more likely to get the attention of Internet users than a 
text-based press release. InvestmentPitch.com uses the latest technology to provide what it calls a 
video press release, and combines it with one of the best distribution packages in the industry. This 
is what I think makes the company so exciting”, stated Jay Taylor. 
 
InvestmentPitch.com’s Barry Morgan stated. “We are thrilled to have someone of Jay’s calibre join 
our Board of Advisors. As a frequent guest on the Fox Business Network in the U.S. and the 
Business News Network in Canada, Jay is well known to followers of the resource markets. To those 
of you not familiar with Jay’s newsletter, Jay has graciously allowed us to offer a sample of his 
newsletter. To obtain a copy please email me at  
jaytaylor-trialsubscription@investmentpitch.com 
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